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Readers: You're beautiful and
trek around the Zodiac from w
TURN ON all because of YOU!
see what makes you tick poetics
Taurus and Scorpio. This ww
with....

Aries
by Arcell W. Craig, Jr.
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us sign number one Just look
at the zodiac and -see - Aries
the Ram is the very first sign

independent- A fire sigh and
freel
We are compatible with Leo

& Gemini, and Sagittarius the
Archer too - We are ruled by
the planet Mars the earth's
"twin" out in the blue - We
are idealistic and energetic
natural leaders to a "T". We
anger quickly but calm down
quicker we're aggressive as
can be.

Arians will give your their
hearts with kindness and any
favor do - But the one thing
Arians want in return is for
their mates to be honest and
true.

In love - in hate - and family
affairs the ram really shows
his might - Because the
strength in his horns alone
could win the toughest fight!
Like fire the personality of an

Arian - burns continuously
Soyou see it is no matter that

the fire has to burn and be free
- To create and build new

worlds all by way of discovery.
So hail Aries the mighty Ram

theZodiac's leading personality!!
Sagittarius

by Fannie Dunlap
*

Any angel with an arrow
and bow would be known as a

cupid - you see - But my
adventurous bowman is Sagittarius- big, bold, and free!
He's ruled by the planet
Jupiter and the epitome of
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_11 love you to death! Our poetic

eek to week has really been a
I love visiting your "house" to
Uy! We've visited Leo, Cancer,
;k let's see what's happening

diplomacy, He's an extrovert
and quite talkative with traits

, of originality - The archer
looks for favorites in Leo or
Aries, by way of compatibility.
So if you see a bold archer
with these habits Sagittarian
by trait - And if he has an
Aries for his lady - it was all
planned by fate. Bold - Bad
Sagittarius!
IN PARTING: Now that

we're halfway - We're evenly
"balanced" with Libra. Let's
go with the motions of the
fishes Pisces.

Next week '.'Libra and
Pisces" in Pflpftr Hiinpncinnc!
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ACROSS 3. Charter 2

5. Pant Alden'e love 2
9. Near (poet) 5. Chatter 2

10. Grant (coUoq.)
12. Volga 6. Milkfiah 2

river city 7. Girl's
13. Plainer name
14. Epoch 8. Make 2
15. Yea, in believe

Spain 9. Grows old
17 Consumed 11 <

18. Compass (colloq.)
point 16. Gaelic 2
(abbr.) name 2

19. Wheel 20. Ponders
-« ijgi

south
(abbr.) V77Ti B IT"!

23. A bowling- Y7A
game

m~

25. Pilfer
28. A top S
29. A clergyman
31. Music note 14 777.
32. Sal >2z33. Male sheep ' //36. Fruiting //,

spike of JZ7 ^7 ET^
grain

38. Father ,
** » «

39. A shield
__

40. Particles w
43. Silent _

45. Iron or gold ^ ^ 52
46. Ooze -.__

47. Trust u ** V/y
48. Places .f22SO 41

DOWN g-.
1. Sleep 45

sound 777552. Wife of ^7Zeus (poss.)
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w. short

M. At homepp|^MyM||jyfgTPra25. Cry out
in pain BMMNpnMlMIV[ha£l26. Dra- I iq| M°n I
matic
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MLLofty
mountain

23. Slice again 37. Method of
24. Sour learning

substances 41. de mer
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